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Abstract - The world is rapidly transitioning from web2.0 to web3.0, along with it the meaning of currency has also changed. 

Blockchain is a decentralized and distributed ledger that ensures the integrity of data through cryptographic hashing and consensus 

mechanisms. With the advent of new generation blockchain technology, money is no longer limited to its traditional form and has taken 

the shape of crypto currency, which is significantly more safe and dependable. This research paper has identified the potential attacks 

on blockchain infrastructure with respect to crypto currency. Also, this research paper offers an extensive summary of the current risk 

environment surrounding blockchain infrastructure in cryptocurrencies and discussing various tool to identify vulnerabilities and 

possible preventions.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Blockchain [1] technology removes the requirement for a centralized authority or middleman by enabling the creation and verification 

of digital documents. Smart contracts, asset registries, digital payments, and redundancy are just a few of the other uses for blockchain 

technology that have been suggested. However, there are a number of issues and restrictions with this technology including security, 

irreversibility, scale, and regulatory compliance. Blockchain technology is best understood as a means of producing digital currency 

rather than as a versatile invention with applications across multiple industries. 

Digital [2] currency is a form of electronic money that can be used to make payments on the Internet. A digital payment system that 

aims to replicate the properties of physical cash. Unlike traditional currencies, digital currency does not rely on physical tokens or 

intermediaries, but on cryptographic techniques and distributed networks. One of the main advantages of digital currency is that it can 

provide anonymity, security, and efficiency for online transactions. However, there are also challenges and risks associated with digital 

currency, such as double spending, fraud, regulation, and scalability. 

The [3] ease with which money can be transferred between two parties in a transaction lends credence to the positive outlook surrounding 

the use of cryptocurrencies. For security reasons one uses public and private keys to enable these transactions. Since these financial 

transfers don't come with any processing expenses, Clients can avoid having to pay substantial fees that are assessed by most banks. 

Cryptocurrencies like Ethereum, Bitcoin, and others are totally decentralized, implying that nobody truly controls the network. While 

Bitcoin is a fully digital money intended for use as a store of value or a method of exchange, Ethereum adopts a more all-encompassing 

approach. Ethereum serves as a platform where users can construct and run applications and more importantly smart deals using ether 

tokens. Code-written contracts that are added to the ethereum block by their inventor are known as smart contracts. Every node in the 

network executes each of those contracts, setting it to blockchain. 

As the adoption of cryptocurrencies accelerates, the need to identify and address vulnerabilities is blockchain infrastructure becomes 

important. This research paper provides exploration of the potential attacks that loom over the blockchain infrastructure with respect to 

cryptocurrencies. In order to transform traditional finance, cryptocurrencies are best known for it. But there are some bad actors looking 

to take advantage of weakness in blockchain network. 

Malicious actors continuously seek to exploit weakness within the architecture, posing threats that range from traditional cyber-attacks 

to sophisticated exploits targeting consensus mechanisms and smart contracts. This research paper highlights few exploits and there 

preventions performed on blockchain infrastructure. For early detection of vulnerabilities we have identified a tool named “Slither”. It 

is developed to analyze smart contracts written in Solidity. It aims to identify security vulnerabilities, potential flaws and coding best 

practice violations within smart contracts. 

 

II. INTRODUCTION ABOUT ATTACKS 

Blockchain infrastructure is often conceptualized and implemented using a layered architecture where different layers serve specific 

purposes and functionalities. Hardware layer is where the blockchain resides and where all the transactions take place. The nodes on 

this layer are responsible for validating the transactions and appending them to the chain. Data layer stores all the actual data associated 

with a blockchain. The data itself is stored in blocks that link together by a cryptographic hash. Network layer facilitates inter-node 

communication. This layer takes charge of node discovery, block creation, and block addition, ensuring the blockchain network 

functions in a legitimate state. Consensus layer is responsible for ensuring that all transactions added to the chain are valid and in 

compliance with rules set out by the network. Application layer consists of the execution layer and the application layer protocols, 

which include smart contracts, scripts, and frameworks. 
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Attacks as per blockchain infrastructure layers: -  

1. Hardware Layer: - 

Virtual [4] machines are connected to one another peer-to-peer at the hardware layer. It organizes transactions into blocks for 

management. Attacks such as man-in-the-middle, network disintegration, eclipse, Sybil, and DDoS are occurring in this layer. A 

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack on a blockchain refers to a malicious endeavour  to overwhelm and disrupt the regular 

operation of a blockchain network by overloading it with traffic. In a DDoS attack, a lot of requests are made using several malicious 

laptops or devices or transactions, overwhelming the blockchain network's capacity to process them. 

2. Data Layer: - 

The [5] signature in Bitcoin uses SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) technology, which allows the signature to remain valid even if an attacker 

modifies a few bytes. Attackers in this scenario track transactions on the bitcoin network and alter the transactions' signatures while 

maintaining the transactions' validity. A distinct transaction identity is generated following a transaction's signature change. The two 

transactions were then broadcast to the bitcoin network by the attackers, creating the double spending effect. 

3. Consensus Layer: - 

The [6] 51% attack is a well-known blockchian attack technique that relies on the theory that a subset of miner’s controls over 50% of 

the network’s mining hashrate, or processing power. By preventing confirmations for new transactions from being sent the attackers 

would have the ability to halt customer transactions and merchants. Attackers are able to finish proof-of-work faster than trustworthy 

miners. The increased hashrate for mining attacker possess, the quicker blockchain attacks take place. When attackers take over more 

than 50% hashrate of mining on the network, They may make use of a 51% attack to reverse transactions and spend the same money 

repeatedly. 

4. Application Layer: - 

A re-entrancy attack is a type in which an exploiter contract uses the victim contract's weakness to keep withdrawing money from it 

until the victim contract fails. This attack is performed on application layer of blockchain. In this type of attack a fallback function 

which was developed by the programmer was used.  

 

Fig.1 Re-entrancy attack 

Taking reference from flowchart in Fig.1, in this attack function triggers another withdraw before updating previous balance. When 

attacker initiated a transaction smart contracts transfer ether from the smart contract wallet. After that instead of updating smart contract 

balance a fallback function is called which initiates another withdraw. Attacker keep on withdrawing until victim’s wallet balance gets 

null. 
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Fig.2 Contract 1 

 

Developer [7] carelessness is another factor that leads to re-entrancy issues. We describe the operation of the re-entrancy vulnerability 

by taking example of contract 1 in Fig. 2. To retrieve all of the ethereum’s kept in the smart contract, the user may invoke the 

Contract.Withdraw() function. All of the contract's external calls might be argued to be vulnerable, and there might be re-entrancy 

issues. One of the feature of ethereum smart contracts is that the contracts can call one another through external calls. 

Now let us examine this contract's withdraw function. There is an external call in this function's transfer operation  that is 

(msg.sender.call{value: bal}), hence it seems that  there might be a re-entrancy vulnerability in contract 1 because balance is updating 

after external call and attacker can make external call repeatedly without updating balance of smart contract. 

 

Fig.3 Contract 2 

Attacker deploys Contract 2 mentioned in Fig. 3. Who then uses the Contract.Deposit function to transmit 1 ethereum to contract 1. 

Once any mount of ethereum is sent to the contract, an anonymous fallback function will be triggered immediately. 

Then the Attack.attack calls the Contract.Withdraw function to extract 1 ethereum that was deposited by the attacker. The 

Attack.fallback function will be activated when Attack.attack uses Contract.Withdraw to withdraw ethereum from the prior deposit. 
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The Contract.Withdraw method will be triggered to transfer ethereum from the contract 1 to the contract 2, provided that the ethereum 

in contract 1 is higher than or equal to 1. 

Due to the fallback function in contract 2 the program can successfully call the withdraw function again which creates an infinite loop 

of re-entrancy. It will keep doing this until the contract 1 remaining balance is less than 1. By doing so, the attacker can carry on in this 

manner until all of the contract 1 ethereum is extracted. 

 

III. TOOL IDENTIFIED FOR AUDITING 

A vulnerable, smart contract have tested using Slither auditing tool. It helps to find vulnerabilities and improves code understanding. 

Slither provides better accuracy and lowest false positive rate of 10.9%. Slither’s closest rival is “Securify” which has false positive rate 

of 25%. Slither has a higher robustness rating because it only fails in 0.1% of contracts as compared to other tools “Securify” and 

“SmartCheck” which have rating of failed analysis of more than 10%. In Slither, less than one second is the average execution time for 

each contract which is very low. Slither may identify code patterns that result in expensive code deployment and execution. 

 

Slither [8] is a framework for static analysis created to give detailed insights into the code of smart contracts while maintaining the 

flexibility required to accommodate a wide range of use cases. Smart contract defects come in a wide variety, and they can be found 

without user assistance. It is possible to identify a wide range of smart contract problems without the need for user involvement. Code 

optimizations that the compiler overlooks are found by Slither. Printers help in codebase analysis by summarizing and displaying 

contract information. Slither computes a series of pre-specified analyses that give the other modules more detailed information. 

 

1. Integrated Code Analysis: -  

Slither shows which variables are being read and written. It is possible to extract the read or written variables for each contract, function, 

or node of the control flow graph and filter them according to their kind (local or state). For instance, it is feasible to identify which 

functions write to a certain variable or to learn which state variables are written from a particular function. This data serves as the basis 

for a number of detectors, including re-entrancy and uninitialized variable detectors.  

 

The use of ownership to restrict access to functions is a common characteristic in the design of smart contracts. The idea behind this 

design is that privileged activities can be carried out by a certain user known as the owner. Reducing the amount of false positives is 

achieved by modeling the protection of functions. Slither looks for situations in which the function is not the constructor in order to 

identify unprotected functions the address of the caller which is “msg.sender”. 

 

First, the dependencies are examined in relation to every function. Subsequently, a fix point is calculated encompassing every function 

within the contract to ascertain the existence of a reliance in a context with multiple transactions. Slither labels certain variables as 

contaminated. This means that the variable can be influenced by the user and depends on a variable that the user can control. 

 

2. Automated Vulnerability Detection: - 

Slither's open-source version comes with over ninety bug detectors. Solidity makes it possible to shadow the majority of the smart 

contract's components, example local and state variables, functions, or events. In programming languages, uninitialized state or local 

variables are frequently the cause of failures. Other well-known security flaws include arbitrary ether sending, locked ether, and suicide 

contracts. Slither may identify code patterns that result in expensive code deployment and execution. 

 

3. Automated Optimization Detection: - 

Slither may identify coding patterns that lead to the deployment and execution of costly code. The compiler is able to optimize the code 

by detecting variables that can be declared as constants and functions that can be declared as externals. These declarations do not require 

additional space. When feasible, use constant variables to minimize use costs and code size, which lowers the cost of contract 

deployment. 

 

4. Code Understanding and code review: - 

Slither has printers that help users rapidly comprehend the purpose and format of contracts. An easily understood synopsis of the 

contracts that includes the quantity of bugs discovered and details regarding the quality of the code. An overview of the variables that 

the smart contract's owner can alter and the authorization accesses. The Slither Python API allows users to create tools and scripts for 

third parties. A custom script might address needs related to a given smart contract. It supports developer toolboxes and continuous 

integration. It simply requires a modern version of the solidity compiler and has few dependencies. 
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Fig.4 Result of smart contract auditing 

After auditing contract 1 from Fig. 2 and contract 2 from Fig. 3 against ninety plus detectors of Slither results are displayed in Fig. 4. 

Contracts contained re-entrancy vulnerability which was showed in results of smart contract auditing. Slither color detectors are in red, 

yellow and green on the basis of impact of that detector. It detects re-entrancy vulnerability in Contract.withdraw(). External call is 

made in this function by msg.sender.call. State variable is written after the call which is balance[msg.sender]=0. Due to these two 

mistakes contract fall under re-entrancy vulnerabilities and Contract.Withdraw() keep on executing because of fallback function in 

Contract 2. At the end of the result a reference link is given by Slither which redirects to Slither’s Github page where we can understand 

configuration of vulnerabilities, description, exploit scenario and recommendation of each vulnerabilities. 

 

IV. POSSIBLE PREVENTIONS AND RESULT 

It has been ensured that the contract has the updated balance when the attacker calls withdraw again by changing the state prior to 

performing external calls.  

 

 
Fig.5 Contract 3 

By applying prevention techniques in contract 3 shown in Fig. 5. Adding a reentrancy guard is must. By locking the contract, this stops 

several functions from being performed simultaneously. A modifier called reentrancy guard can be applied to Contract.Withdraw(). By 
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locking the smart contract, multiple functions cannot be performed simultaneously. This ensures that attacker cannot call external multiple 

functions simultaneously and smart contract has the updated balance before attacker calls withdraw function. 

 

The noReentrant() modifier is applied to functions that need protection against reentrancy. It checks the locked flag before allowing the 

function to execute. If the flag is already true, signifying a continuing execution, the function reverts, preventing reentrancy. In this 

example, the withdraw function is protected by the noReentrancy modifier. The reentrancy guard prevents the function from being called 

again until it has completed its execution, thereby reducing the risk of reentrancy attacks.  

 

It has been completely removed the chance of a recursive call being exploited with this reentrancy guard technique. It's crucial to exercise 

prevention while creating external contract calls in smart contracts. 

 

 

Fig.6 Result of auditing after applying locks 

The results of Contract 3 shown in Fig. 5 after auditing using Slither is shown in Fig. 6. It shows reentrancy vulnerability that was found 

in Contract 1’s Contract.Withdraw() function is now resolved. We have implemented noReentrant() in Contract.Withdraw() function and 

external call (msg.sender.call{value: bal}) is executing after balance updation and we are good to go for deployment of smart contract. 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK 

The significance of the smart contract security audit has been emphasized and the smart contract security flaws has been introduced. 

By performing auditing of vulnerable smart contracts, using Slither auditing tool. Slither's ability to detect bugs was assessed and 

concluded Slither is showing fastest and accurate results in comparison of other smart contract auditing tools. By implementing 

preventions, found vulnerability in smart contract is removed and smart contract is safe for deployment. 

 

Further, there are several directions that we could take to improve smart contract and prevent blockchain infrastructure from potential 

attacks with respect to cryptocurrency. Since the instrument is utilized on a daily basis for smart contract audits the incorporation of 

new issue detectors is the first enhancement. Future research will focus on creating mitigation and detection mechanisms for the 

significant security vulnerabilities this research paper highlights. 
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